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http://forums.swedespeed.com/showthread.php?21844-Information-about-the-Gothenburg-region/page3

Jonas Posted:

The idea is to give all you guys coming over here a preview of Swedish road signs, and their meaning. I know that some 

are intuitive, but some aren't:

• Traffic Control Signs

• Warning Signs

• Prohibited Actions

• Lines in the Street

Just a small reflection: When talking about traffic, one can really see the differences between British and American 

English. Having lived in England, the words "zebra crossing" would never leave my lips 

A red light means STOP! You can NEVER take a right turn or anything like that!

Traffic Control Signs 

Traffic Control  Sign What it Means

Road number. Green background means highway.

Blue means major road. These are the ones you will see mostly.

Exit sign.

Meaning that there is an onramp merging to the right lane. Remember that you have to 

give way to the cars merging ONTO the road (opposite in e.g. Germany and France).

Indicates exit number on highway. Fairly new in Sweden. If you get a newer map, it will 

have these printed. Quite more handy than "Bäckebolsmotet" and other exit names.

Good spot to pull over and stretch the legs.

Point of interest. Can be an old fortress or likewise.

If you get a V8: get used to this one...

http://forums.swedespeed.com/showthread.php?21844-Information-about-the-Gothenburg-region/page3


Warning Signs 

Warning Sign What it Means

I like this one! Look out for pier!

The moose is loose....

Roundabout up ahead. Remember to give way to cars already in the roundabout.

Railway crossing with gates up ahead.

Railway crossing WITHOUT gates up a head. Look out for the train!

Tram up ahead. These monsters will be found in Göteborg, Norrköping and Stockholm. 

The ones in Göteborg weigh up to 60 000 kg, so keep your eyes open, they stop for 

nothing!

This is a warning for something up ahead that they haven't made up a sign for yet.



Prohibited Actions  (Sheet 1 of 2)

Prohibited Action Sign What it Means

Prohibited to enter street (with vehicle). (Usually at the wrong end of a one way street). 

Vehicle traffic prohibited.

Same as above, but mopeds/vespas/scooters allowed.

Prohibited to make a left turn.

Prohibited to make a U-turn.

Speed limit, in km/h. Divide by 1.6 to get it in miles per hour.

No parking. Only loading, and unloading.



No stopping at any time.

Customs up ahead.

Highway.

Dual carrigeway.

This is a really good one to remember. This means that you are entering a rural area and 

the speed limit is 50 km/h.

One way street, pointing out the direction.

Prohibited Actions  (Sheet 2 of 2)

Prohibited Action Sign What it Means



Lines in the Street

Street Line/Sign What it Means

You are driving from the bottom to the top of the picture. This means give the right of way 

to crossing cars.

Stop!

Speed limit.

Pedestrian crossing.

Remember, if there are no traffic lights, you are obliged by law to give way to pedestrians.
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